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Abstract
Udupa, .I .K ., Applications of digital topology in medical three-dimensional imaging, Topology
and its Applications 46 (1992) 181-197 .
Three-dimensional (3D) digital images of human internal structures, generated by a variety of
imaging devices, are currently used routinely in day-to-day patient care . While such images have
been used mainly in a two-dimensional slice-by-slice form, the processes of 3D visualization,
manipulation, and analysis based on object and boundary information derived from these images
are considered to improve patient care and to contribute to medical research. In this paper, we
examine some of the topological issues related to these processes . We describe the approaches
taken and the algorithms developed to define objects and their boundaries and point out some
open areas which can benefit from contributions from topologists .
Keywords : Biomedical visualization, computer graphics, digital topology, digital surfaces
. surface
detection, object and boundary labelling .
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1. Background
The main objective of medical imaging is to gather information about the true
state of nature of human internal structures in a noninvasive fashion-The information
is used mainly for diagnosing a disease or for planning a treatment procedure but
often also in research for studying the function of complex organ systems such as
the brain . The discovery of x-rays in 1895 made this noninvasive visualization
possible for the first time, giving birth to radiology and to medical imaging .
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If we represent the distribution of the value of a physical property within a given
region of the body by a body . function g(x, y, z) of three spatial variables, then the
objective of medical imaging is to generate as close an approximation to this function
as possible and to carry out further analysis based on this information. In radio-
graphic imaging, an approximation to the set of integrals of this function along
lines perpendicular to a "plane of projection" is generated . In such "projection
images", the problem of superposition-inability to resolve approximate body
function values at points along each line of integration-limits the use of such
images . It is the advent of tomographic imaging modalities [7] during the past two
decades that has solved this problem and really revolutionized medical imaging .
In tomographic imaging, an approximation to the body function is estimated
using a computer controlled device called a scanner. Because of the digital nature
of all data acquisition and processing operations, the scanner essentially estimates
an aggregate body function value within each of a large number of small volume
elements filling the body region scanned . Since most of the scanners digitize (sample)
the body region in a rectilinear fashion, the volume elements can be thought of as
resulting from subdividing the region by three sets of parallel planes that are mutually
orthogonal . The volume elements which are in general cuboids are abbreviated as
voxels, the estimated property value (which is also discretized) associated with a
voxel is called its density, and the voxel array and the associated densities are
together called a scene . The set of all voxels is assumed to exactly fill the digitized
body region-itself a euboid-and is called the scene domain . Each voxel is identified
by a triplet of integers (x,, x 2 , x,) indicating the coordinates of the center of the
voxel in the scene domain .
There are two types of tomographic imaging modalities : anatomic and functional .
In anatomic imaging, the scene constitutes an anatomic "map" of the region and
the voxel density represents the mean value of some property of the tissue within
the voxel . For example, in computerized tomography (CT), this property is the
absorption of x-rays by the tissue, while in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) it
is one of several magnetic characteristics of the molecules of the tissue . The "object"
in such scenes is an organ, an organ system, or an abnormal process such as a
tumor. In functional imaging, the scene represents some function(s) of organs in
the body region . For example, in positron emission tomography (PET), the voxel
density constitutes metabolism within the tissue in the voxel, and therefore, in the
scene of a brain of a person engaged in sensory or mental activity, the density
distribution indicates the association of brain regions to the activity under consider-
ation . An "object" in such a scene is the three-dimensional region associated with
the activity . In general, anatomic scenes do not provide functional information and
vice versa. Therefore, to fulfill the objective of imaging, often it becomes necessary
to combine anatomic and functional scenes and/or information derived from them .
While tomographic imaging revolutionized the acquisition of in vivo data, it is
the development of three-dimensional (3D) imaging [24] during the past fifteen
years that has made possible true noninvasive vivisection of the human body . Based
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on the nature of the processing tools required to fulfill the medical objectives, we
may identify three components in a noninvasive vivisection system : visualization,
manipulation, and analysis . Visualization refers to the process which enables us to
see structures represented in scenes in their true form and shape . Manipulation is
a process which allows us to interactively alter structures captured in scenes . Analysis
refers to processes which generate quantitative descriptions of the functionality of
structures from scene data . The definition of objects and their boundaries and the
associated topological issues are common to all of these aspects of 3D imaging .
2. The need for objects and boundaries
Visualization, manipulation, and analysis all go hand-in-hand and are interdepen-
dent . For example, since we would like all of these processes to be interactive
(meaning the user of the 3D imaging system can interactively alter the parameters
of these processes), visualization is essential for the latter two . Manipulation may
become necessary in visualization itself if some aspect of the structure obscures
other interesting sites ; the obscuring structure may be removed via manipulation .
These and other dependencies will become clear when we illustrate these three
aspects with real medical examples later in this section .
3D imaging in its current state of development depends entirely on the computer
display technology. This means that the visual medium available to us for implement-
ing the three processes is the two-dimensional (2D) screen of a display system such
as an engineering workstation . Although other technologies such as holography and
vibrating mirror [2, 13] have attempted to provide a true "3D screen", some major
deficiencies have hindered their practical use .
While visualization depends mainly on how boundaries may be defined in discrete
spaces and extracted from scenes, both manipulation and analysis require the notion
of an object. We will come back to the definition of objects and boundaries in the
next section but illustrate now how they are used in medical applications . The
simplest form of visualization that has been and continues to be used consists of
computing subscenes (subsets of the scene domain with the associated voxel
densities) from the given scene and displaying them on the screen . Since most
imaging modalities acquire scene data in a "slice-by-slice" fashion, a natural sub-
scene is a "slice" of the scene (defined by a subset of the scene domain of all voxels
with one fixed coordinate), and a natural display consists of assigning to pixels in
the screen a brightness proportional to the voxel density in a one-to-one fashion .
It is possible to compute "oblique slices" or even "curved slices" from the scene
and subsequently display them in this fashion . Of course there is no extraction of
objects or boundaries in this form of display and the 3D visualization is entirely
through the observer's mental process of building a 3D image of an alleged object
in the scene from the data displayed in a piecemeal fashion . Figure 1 shows an
example of this form of display . While this form of visualization shows all data that
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Fig. 1 . A display of two "slices" of a scene representing a part of the head of an automobile accident
victim, the data acquired via a CT scanner
. The brighter aspects of the image represent harder tissues .
The image on the right represents a slice at the level of the eye and that on the left a slice through the
jaw both roughly perpendicular to the long axis of the body
.
have been acquired, it does not provide 3D object information in a readily communi-
cable, reproducible, and quantifiable fashion . 3D displays based on object boun-
daries attempt to overcome these drawbacks (see Fig . 2) . In its present state, 3D
visualization cannot replace the 2D form . The main reasons are (see [24, Chapters
5 and 7]) : frail objects (e .g ., fine fractures, thin bones) are not accurately represented
in the 3D display ; deformities extending into the object rather than manifesting
themselves on the periphery are poorly portrayed ; most soft-tissue structures and
their surfaces cannot he adequately rendered . The definite advantages of 3D visualiz-
ation have been the speed of interpretation, the context provided by the "complete"
picture of the organ being studied and its surroundings, and the ability to portray
complex abnormalities (e .g ., traumatic bone fractures) in their entirety and true
form. In spite of the limitations, 3D visualization is used for diagnosis, pre-operative
surgical planning and planning therapy treatment of a number of organ systems
(see [24] for details) .
Compared to visualization, the developments in interactive manipulation have
been minimal and they are still in the research stage rather than in real application
(see [24]) . In manipulation, the idea is to alter structures so as to determine what
is the best way a deformity can be corrected surgically or by other treatments (see
Fig. 3 for some examples) . The ultimate goal of this process is to determine the best
plan of treatment that not only makes the structure look normal but also ensures
normalcy of its function . In the context of the examples in Fig. 3, we would like
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Fig . 2 . (a) A 3D display derived from the data of Fig
. 1 . Here, the object is the skull of the patient .
(b) A 3D display derived from a scene acquired via an MRl scanner . The boundary displayed is that of
the brain .
not only to make the skull appear normal through manipulation but also to ensure
that the soft-tissue draping the bone will stabilize over time to fulfill the esthetic
requirements and that the distribution of stress and strain within the structure under
normal loading conditions remains normal . Much of this is not possible at present,
the main reason being that there is no datum available on what constitutes normalcy
of structure or its function . Interestingly, such data can be generated using the
manipulative tools, provided appropriate patient scene data representing pre- and
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Fig . 3 . Illustration of interactive manipulation : (a) Mirror reflection
. When the deformity is unilateral
and a symmetric counterpart exists for the object being investigated, this operation can he used to assess
the extent of deformity. It is possible to combine this with the ability to measure the surface (see
description under "analysis") which gives a quantitative tool for planning the therapy . In this figure,
the right side of the patient is reflected to the left . (b) Simulation of surgery . Many surgical procedures
can he tried out and in each case predict the outcome quantitatively . The figure shows an orthodontic
procedure whose aim is to correct bite abnormalities .
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post-treatment conditions are available . Work is being done in this direction at
several centers .
Like manipulation, analysis is much less developed than visualization, but perhaps
some of the most useful clinical applications will come from analysis (see [24]) . At
present, the most commonly used tools are to measure 3D distances and angles
between points indicated on a surface via a 3D display, to measure lengths of curves
drawn on a surface via its 3D display, and to measure volume of objects . These
tools have been used to assess the extent of a deformity and to determine the effect
of a therapy on the deformity immediately after treatment and longitudinally . Tools
have also been developed for comparative and composite analysis of objects based
on scenes obtained from a single modality or from different modalities . In compara-
tive analysis, an object (say, an organ) is monitored over time to study the changes
in its structure and function based on scenes obtained longitudinally using a single
imaging modality (say, CT) . In composite analysis, complementary information
(structural and functional) about an object is obtained from multiple modalities
(say, MRI and PET) for the purpose of studying the object in its entire role . A
common requirement of these types of analysis is to register scenes, objects, and
boundaries, that is to repressnt them in a common coordinate system . This becomes
necessary since it is very difficult to ensure that when an object is scanned at different
times (either on the same scanner or on different scanners), the scene domain
represents exactly the same body region .
Having described the use of the notion of digital objects and boundaries, we now
move on to discussing the related topological issues and algorithms . Our description
will be confined to only those issues and algorithms that have directly arisen and
found use in medical applications . For a more general discussion of a variety of
topics in 2D and 3D digital topology with many references, see [9] .
The generation of object and boundary descriptions by itself does not complete
the requirements of visualization, manipulation, and analysis . Many other operations
are needed before images of the type shown in Figs . 2 and 3 can be generated and
used from object and boundary descriptions . Since such operations do not encounter
problems related to topology we will not discuss them here (although there are
interesting digital geometric issues) but refer the reader to [24, Chapter 1] for details .
Two types of approaches-graph-based and topological-have been taken to
address problems in digital topology [9] . In the former, the scene domain is
represented by a graph and subsequently the discrete topological notions are handled
via topological notions of the graph . In the latter, an appropriate topology is first
defined for the scene domain such that the discrete topological notions follow in
more or less a standard way similar continuous notions . This paper follows the
graph approach mainly because most of the algorithms used in 3D imaging use the
graph paradigm . Unfortunately, the theories that justify these algorithms are ad hoe
and algorithm-specific . Although the graph approach gives better algorithmic in-
tuition (a personal view of the author), perhaps the topological approaches can
provide a unified framework in which the behavior of these algorithms can be
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explained . The development of such a framework is therefore a worthwhile undertak-
ing. We do not, however, develop such a theory in this paper. Instead, we describe
a particular approach-one that has been found to be very efficient-and its associ-
ated algorithms [6, 10, 23] to illustrate the topological issues involved, and hint at
some ideas for a general framework at the end.
3. Definition of objects and their boundaries
We consider a voxel to be a closed cube in
~2 3
, and denote by Y' the set of all
voxels in a given subdivision of ai3 .t Every voxel is represented by a triple of integers
(x,, x,, x;) of the coordinates of its center in ' . We denote a scene Y by a pair
(V, y) where V is the scene domain and y is the density function such that y(v) is
the density of voxel v c V If the range of y is {0, 1 }, T- is called a binary scene . Let
U = { v I y(v) = 1, v c V}, Z = V\ U, and call the elements of U and Z, 1- and 0-voxels,
respectively . W e assume V = J (x,, xz , x,) l~ for
1-_
i c 3, X; 's x, ~ X"', X ; > 0, X'' > 0}
and call the set {(x,, xz , x1 ) I x,=X ; or X" for some i e {1, 2, 3}} the border of r. If
1% is a binary scene, we assume its border to he a subset of Z .
The process of converting a scene to a binary scene is called segmentation . Since
the basic topological nature of objects and boundaries does not depend on whether
or not they are defined based on prior segmentation, to simplify description we
assume hereafter a binary scene to be given . Since segmentation is rarely ever perfect,
U often contains clutters having segmentation properties similar to that of the organ
of interest. The latter itself often contains several disconnected parts (e .g ., the bony
structure of a victim of an accident) ; for the purpose of manipulation and analysis
it is desirable to label the connected components ; for visualization it is useful to
label the boundaries separately so that the components can be displayed in any
desired combination. Roughly speaking, an object is therefore a connected com-
ponent of U.
Let a and /3 be binary relations in a set A . We define their union, denoted a+/3,
by the union of the associated subsets of A x A, and a" as the reflexive and transitive
closure of a. When a" is an equivalence relation in A the equivalence classes of A
are called the a"-components of A .
Suppose the faces, edges, and vertices of every voxel in I ' are labelled as shown
in Fig. 4 . We define two voxel adjacency relations, denoted
a„ and a„ in V as
follows : Voxels v, and v, in V are a„-adjacent if v, n vz is in one of the faces of v,
whose label is in F={O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} . Voxels v, and v z in V are a_-adjacent if v, n
V2
'
Many 3D imaging algorithms first convert the given scene of cuboid voxels to one of cubic voxels
via interpolation
. Yet there are algorithms that work directly on cuhoid-voxel scenes . It is not necessary
that all voxels be of identical size as long as the voxels are created by three sets of, not necessarily
equispaced, parallel planes that are between sets mutually orthogonal
. Scene data captured by scanners
are often of this form
. Since the digitization scheme is always known, all that follows readily applies to
cuboid voxels as well with some minor modifications
.
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Fig. 4
. Adjacency of voxels is defined using labelled faces,
edges, and comers of voxels .
is one of the faces of v, whose label is in F, or one of the edges of v, whose label
is in F ={2, 5, 8 . 11, 1, 4, 7, 10} . It is readily seen that both a„ and a= are symmetric,
and therefore, a ;
; and a" are equivalence relations in V We call the a"-components
of U the a„-objects of V and the a"-components of Z the a .-coobjects of V.
A boundary face b
of V is an oriented common face of two voxels u and z such
that u e U and z e Z. To indicate the orientation, we represent b by the ordered
pair (u, z) (we may also think of b as an appropriately labelled face of u)
. The
boundary of a subset U, of V with respect to a subset Z, of V, denoted a(U, Z,),
where U, and Z, are disjoint, is the set of all ordered pairs (u, z) such that u e
U,
and z e Z„ and u and z share a face. In particular, if U, is an a„-object of 1' and
Z, is an a--coobject of V, then we call a( U,, Z,) an a„ateboundary of V.  Our next
aim is to define an adjacency relation in d(U,Z) so as to convert d( U, Z) into a
graph in such a way that its connected components correspond to a„a--boundaries
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of V. We would, of course, like the definition to lead to efficient algorithms for
finding the connected components of this graph .
Suppose we wrap two circuits around every 1-voxel in the fashion illustrated in
Fig. 4 . It is readily seen that this process assigns directed arcs to boundary faces of
V-two arcs to some faces, which we call type-2 faces, and one to the rest, which
we call type-1 faces. We say that a boundary face h, =(u,, z,) of V is a,-adjacent
to a boundary face hz
=( u,, z,) of V iff (1) h, and b, share an edge e of u, whose
label is in E, and (2) starting from (the center of) b, following a directed arc
associated with b, we reach b, after crossing e, and (3) exactly one of the following
conditions holds : (a) u, = u,, (b) u, and u, share a common face, (c) u, and u,
share edge e (but not a face) and the fourth voxel in V that shares a with u,, u,
and z,(=z,) is in U.
This seemingly complex, rather ingenious notion of a,, is at the heart of the
boundary and object labelling algorithms described in the next section . (We, there-
fore, encourage the reader to fully understand its meaning through a few examples .)
It can be seen that every type-i (i=1,2) boundary face is a,,-adjacent to exactly i
boundary faces in a( U, Z) . Further, for each type-i (i=1,2) boundary face b in
a(U, Z), there are exactly i boundary faces in a(U, Z) each of which is a,-adjacent
to b. Note that a, is not symmetric. However, it can be shown [10] that ah is
symmetric and hence an equivalence relation in a(U, Z) .
Although we have defined adjacency relations a,,, a ., a, in U, Z and (?(U, Z)
seemingly independently, they have been carefully designed so that every a„a :
boundary of V has certain desirable properties as required by 3D imaging algorithms .
It can be shown [10] that the following properties are indeed satisfied by the
a„a_ boundaries of V.
Property 1. Every a„a_-boundary d in T' induces a partition of V into two subsets
I(4) and E(4), called the interior and exterior of d, such that I is a"-connected, E
is a°-connected, and d =a(l, E) .
Property 2 . Every a„a z-boundary in V is an ae-component of a( U, Z) .
While Property 2 is needed for the design of boundary finding algorithms, Property
1 (Jordan property) is essential in many 3D imaging operations including visualiz-
ation, surface measurement, and in operations requiring boundary to region conver-
sion (see next section) .
4. Boundary and object labelling
Given I, a,,, a, and a,,, we define the problem of boundary labelling as to
determine the elements of the partition induced by a',,' in a( U, Z), and that of object
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labelling as to determine the elements of the partition induced by a ;; in U. The
former is useful in visualizing and analyzing object boundaries independently or in
any desired combination (e .g ., surfaces of bone fragments of a trauma victim) and
the latter is useful in object manipulation . In this section we describe algorithms
for solving these problems .
Let BT(b„) represent the 4-component ofd( U, Z) that contains a boundary face
bo ea(U,Z), and suppose for now we have an algorithm that computes BT(ha )
given V, a,, and b o . To label the a„a -boundaries of a(U, Z), we first make a copy
of T' in `L" and search 'V' for a boundary face ho and compute BT(b o ) . Then we
modify F' to eliminate the boundary corresponding to BT(ba ), continue searching
in V' for a starting boundary face and repeat the process of boundary determination
and elimination until when V contains no 1-voxels . To eliminate a boundary d in
T", we make use of Property 1, and proceed as follows . Call one of the sets 1(,1 )
and E(4) that does not contain the border of V'the geometric interior of d, denoted
GI(d), and do an FOR (Exclusive OR) operation between T" and 'V" where
`V"= (V, y") such that y"(v)=1 if vcG1(d) and y"(v) = 0 if v~e GI(4) . (If `V',=
(V, y,) and `V2 =(V Y2 ) are binary scenes, then EOR(`V„ `V2)=V, is defined as
follows : `V,=(V,y3), where for vcV,y3(v)=1 if y,(v)#yi(v), and y,(v)=0, if
y,(v) = y,(v) .) The boundary labelling algorithm can now be formally presented as
follows .
Algorithm BL .
Input: V;
Output : A partition of a( U, Z) ;
Functions called : BT, GI, EOR .
begin
copy V into `V' ;
repeat
find a starting boundary face b„=(v,,, va) of `V' such that either b„ or
ba =(va , v) is a boundary face of T ;
find d=BT(ba ) in V and output d ;
compute GI(4) and the scene Y/'' representing it;
replace T" by EOR(`V', r) ;
until the set U' of 1-voxels in `V' is empty ;
end
Since Property I is satisfied, G1 (A) is well defined and hence computable . GI(4)
can be computed by filling in A using a parity rule [23] . The dependence of Algorithm
BL on a,,, a. and a,, is only through the functions BT and GI. Hence, given the
proper behavior of BT and GI, the correctness of Algorithm BE can be established
independently of a,,, a, and a,, . Note that, in each execution of the repeat loop,
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the FOR operation eliminates one boundary in V' . This boundary is either d or
d={(i, v)I(v, v)cd} depending on whether b„ orb„ was found to be a boundary
face of Z" . Since `I% contains a finite number of boundaries, Algorithm BL therefore
eventually terminates when V' does not contain any boundaries . Since the FOR
operation does not alter the boundaries that are yet to be detected, Algorithm BL
indeed outputs each boundary exactly once .
BL can be used to label objects simultaneously with labelling boundaries [23] .
To see this we need a few additional concepts . We call the set of voxel faces (u, v)
such that v e V and u 5~ V the scene boundary of T'. An a„a,-boundary d of V is
external if E(A) contains the border of T, otherwise d is an internal boundary. We
define the scene boundary of V to be internal and its geometric interior to be V
In the following discussion we use boundary to mean the scene boundary of V or
an a„a,-boundary of V.  We say that a boundary d, covers a boundary d, if GI(d,)
properly contains Of (d2 ), and, there is no boundary d such that GI (d,) o GI(d)
GI(,I,) .
The cover relation induces a tree structure, called a containment tree, on the set
of boundaries of V. The root of this tree is the scene boundary of V and the
remaining nodes correspond to the a„a_ boundaries of ` . A node representing d;
is a son of the node representing d, if d, covers d, . The ideas expressed in Algorithm
BL can be incorporated into a variety of recursive algorithms that differ in the order
in which they generate the containment tree (depth first, breadth first, etc.) as a
by-product of the algorithm [23] . Given the containment tree associated with V, if
d, , . . . , d,,, are the boundaries corresponding to the sons of a node representing an
external boundary d, then GI(d)\U,:° , GI(d ;) is an a.-object of $': If d is an
internal boundary, then the above expression yields an a,-coobject of I' : We omit
proofs of the assertions in this paragraph . Thus, to count the number
of
a,; objects
and a,-coobjects in 'I, we simply count the number of nodes corresponding to
external and internal boundaries . The containment tree information is useful in a
variety of 3D imaging tasks .
We now come back to the boundary finding problem : given a boundary face
b 0 c3(U,Z), find the ae-component of a(U,Z) that contains b0 . The validity of
Properties 1 and 2 makes this a meaningful problem . The algorithm works by starting
from b„ and moving from one boundary face to others to which it is a„-adjacent .
In this process it encounters type-2 faces twice but type-1 faces only once . It uses
a list M to "mark" the once-visited type-2 faces and a queue Q to keep track of
the faces whose neighbors are yet to be discovered . It requires that b, be a type-2
face. The algorithm can be modified with some loss of efficiency to accept b„ of
either type. (This is left as an exercise to the reader .)
Algorithm BT .
Input : V, b,,, a„ ;
Output : The an-component of a(U, Z) containing b0 .
Digital topology
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begin
put b„ in Q and two copies of it in M ;
while Q is not empty do
remove a face b from Q and find its type t (1 or 2) ;
find b,, for I v 1 c 1, such that b is a,,-adjacent to b, ;
output b ;
for 1
E
1 to t do ;
if b, is of type 1 then put it in Q ;
else if b, is in M then remove one copy of it from M ;
else put b, in Q and M ;
endfor ;
endwhile ;
end
One of the most expensive operations in this algorithm is checking if b, is in M.
Typical boundaries contain a large number of boundary faces (of the order of one
million) . Hence it is advisable to keep the number of entries in M as small as
possible . Fortunately, since type-1 faces (they number, on the average, about 66%
of the cardinality of d( U, Z)) are visited only once in Algorithm BT, there is no
need to put them in M. Type-2 faces are visited exactly two times, hence to keep
M small we put them in M when they are first found but remove them from M
when they are found the second time . When both these strategies are used, it has
been observed [6] that the maximum size of M does not exceed about 0.5% of the
size of the boundary . This method is computationally the most economical of the
boundary finding strategies we are aware of .
Property 2 and the fact that the algorithm indeed traverses a connected component
of the directed graph defined by d( U, Z) and a,, [6] establish the correctness of the
algorithm .
5. Discussion and concluding remarks
For illustrating the nature of some of the topological issues encountered in 3D
imaging, we have described one particular approach and the associated algorithms,
although many other approaches have also been taken [1, 3, 8, 11, 13, 17, 18, 20,
22, 26, 27] for defining objects and their boundaries in digital scene data . The
methods of proof employed in these approaches to establish key topological and
geometric results are quite ad hoc and not generalizable . Consequently every new
approach had to establish the needed results starting from first principles . A unified
theory would be useful not only in describing the various approaches in a single
framework, hut, perhaps, they can also give better insight into the algorithms .
One possible way of developing such a framework is to generalize the definitions
of a,,, a„ and a,, . For example, we may define a„ and a, to be any relation resulting
from using the + operator (see Section 3) on the following set of basic relations :
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For any two voxels, v,, v, in V, F={nJ0_n,5}, E={nl0~nc11}, and C=
{n 1 0--n--7} (see Fig.4),
v, (b ;v,, for i e F, if v, n v, is the face of v, labelled i ;
v,r1;v,, for i e E, if v, n v_ is the edge of v, labelled i ;
v,';v-, for i a C, if v, n v, is the corner of v, labelled i .
The commonly used face-, edge-, and vertex- (also called 6-, 18-, and 26- [15])
adjacencies in this terminology are the relations F
. ,
6;,
Z,er
0,+1 i E r7;,
L
eE
4;+
V
~ ;_ F 0;, respectively . A large number of adjacency relations can be derived
from the basic set given above using the + operator . Many of these are asymmetric
and many are "anisotropic" meaning that they behave differently in different
directions . (a,, defined in Section 3 is anisotropicand we indeed achieved algorithmic
efficiency through anisotropy .)
A similar approach could be taken for generalizing the definition of a,, . For
example, if we use oriented voxel faces as basic boundary elements, the basic
adjacency relation may define a face as adjacent to another whenever they share
an edge or a corner under certain local conditions . Since the fulfillment of Properties
I and 2 is essential for visualization and analysis, an important mathematical question
is how to characterize those triples a,,, a_, a,, among the many possible that lead
to boundaries having these properties .
The triples should also lead to efficient algorithms . Since the dependence of
Algorithm BL on a,,, a, and a,, is only through the functions BT and GI, the overall
structure of Algorithm BL can be retained for the general version that works for
any given triple, provided BT and GI are replaced by new functions . It is also
possible to generalize Algorithm BT so that it works for any triple that satisfies
Properties 1 and 2. The task of Algorithm BT will still be to traverse a connected
component of the graph defined by a(U, Z) and a,, . The efficiency with which this
traversal is done depends entirely on the definition of a,, . Ideally, we would like a,,
to be a one-to-one mapping in a( U, Z) which is such that the image of any boundary
face b = (u, z) in a( U, Z) is determinable knowing just the configuration of voxels
local to u and z in U and Z. An important open question is whether such mappings
exist, or even less optimally, whether other relations exist that are more efficient
than the a,, defined in Section 3 .
While we have concentrated only on sequential algorithms in this paper, investiga-
tion of parallel algorithms (see [16] for an example) is desirable for the following
reasons . Given a binary scene, Algorithm BT takes about one minute on typical
workstations for typical boundaries . It is possible to combine segmentation and
boundary finding into a single operation-boundary detection-so that given a
nonbinary scene the results of this operation is the desired boundary [25] . Boundary
detection has the advantage that scene computations (such as those relating to
interpolation) can be confined to the vicinity of the boundary rather than being
done over the whole scene domain. More importantly, it allows us, in a single step,
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to redetermine a boundary by changing the parameters of the segmentation operation
if the boundary found in a previous step was not satisfactory . To reap the full benefit
of boundary detection, therefore, it is necessary that it operates at least at interactive
speeds (one to two seconds) if not in real time (a small fraction of a second) .
Unfortunately even using simple segmentation schemes, boundary detection can
take up to an hour for large boundaries on typical machines . Since multiprocessing
systems are becoming increasingly common, the study of parallel strategies for
boundary finding is therefore desirable . It is not clear that an (a ., a„ a5 ) triple that
is best suited for a sequential algorithm is necessarily the best for a parallel algorithm .
This is largely an open problem .
Higher (than three) dimensional scenes are now becoming available in medical
and nonmedical visualization applications, although the most frequently encoun-
tered scene data at present are two- and three-dimensional . Multidimensional scene
data may be either acquired via an imaging device or generated through a simulation
procedure . Some examples of n-dimensional (nD) scenes with n > 3 are as follows .
(1) Magnetic resonance (MR) images [21] or x-ray computerized tomography images
[20] of a beating heart or of a moving joint ; the independent variables here (n=4)
are three spatial and one temporal . (2) MR spectroscopic images [5] of a beating
heart (n =5) ; the first four variables are as in (1) and the fifth being the frequency
of the MR spectrum . The measured MR property of the material now depends
additionally on a spectral variable . (3) Phase-space representation of the electro-
encephalogram signals (electrical activity of the brain, n = 3 to 8) [15] . This is an
example of dataa generated by simulation procedures . The generalization of the
concepts and algorithms described in this paper to higher dimensions is a useful
research direction for the following reasons .
When a given nD scene contains a single structure to he visualized and analyzed,
it is possible to consider the scene as a set of 3D subscenes, detect the substructure
in each subscene, and consider the set of substructures as constituting the entire
structure for further processing . If interactive procedures that require user involve-
ment are needed (such as specifying the approximate location of the structure
boundary for a boundary detection algorithm), then significant user time may be
required by the interactive process . This time can be considerably reduced by treating
the structure as an nD entity. This convenience apart, the additional dimensions
may often help in the automatic detection of structure boundary in the scene, which
may not be possible in subscenes . For example, in a 4D scene of a heart, some or
all of the three spatial directions may not yield sufficient evidence for the existence
of boundary at a point in the scene, where in reality the boundary does exist, yet
evidence gathered from the fourth direction may be sufficient to detect the presence
of boundary at the point. Although 5D cardiac spectroscopic images are not yet
common, they have the potential to make automatic boundary detection of cardiac
MR images feasible .
When the nD scene contains multiple structures, it is crucial to consider each
structure in its entirety . Consider again a 4D scene of a heart . The scene may contain
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multiple 3D dynamic structures such as blood pools in chambers and vessels,
myocardium (i .e ., heart muscle), etc . The connectedness of each dynamic structure
is hard to infer from the substructures presented at each time instant. This inference
may be an impossible mental exercise when the structure does not conform to known
normal configurations, as in congenital heart defects . Considering the structure as
a 4D (connected) entity may be the only approach for the success of visualization
and analysis of such structures .
Finally, a method of visualization called "volume rendering" has recently been
developed [4] that does not use boundaries of the type described here . Instead a
boundary is considered to be a "shell" of finite thickness . Each voxel in the shell
contributes to the rendition based on how likely is the voxel to belong to the real
boundary of the real object. The development of the notions of objects and boun-
daries and of algorithms to detect and label them in such a fuzzy situation constitutes
a challenging and useful area of research .
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